August 10, 2009

KIM WAALE RECEIVES HARRIS POPULAR VOTE AWARD AT 62nd ROCHESTER-FINGER LAKES EXHIBITION

ROCHESTER, NY — Kim Waale of Manlius has won the $500 Harris Popular Vote Award, given in honor of Dr. & Mrs. Manville S. Harris, at the 62nd Rochester-Finger Lakes Exhibition. Waale’s mixed-media work Re-inventing Nature received the most votes from visitors during the first two weeks of the prestigious juried show, which is on view at the Memorial Art Gallery through October 4.

Re-inventing Nature also received the $500 Louis D’Amanda Memorial Award, given by Louis D’Amanda in memory of his grandfather and selected by jurors James Hyde, an artist and a 2008 Guggenheim fellow, and David A. Kwasigroh, director of exhibitions and artist services at the Indianapolis Art Center.

“Art at 11” Lecture
Thursday, August 20 at 11 am, Kim Waale gives an illustrated lecture as part of the “Art at 11” series. The lecture is included in Gallery admission.

About the artist
Kim Waale received her BFA in studio art from Moorhead (MN) State and her MFA in sculpture from Syracuse University. Professor and director of studio art at Cazenovia College, she has participated in invitations and residencies in Macedonia, Ecuador, Bulgaria and Wales, and exhibited widely at museums including the Everson Museum of Art, Syracuse, and Schweinfurth Memorial Art Center, Auburn. This is her third Rochester-Finger Lakes Exhibition.

Virtual catalog
Selected images from the exhibition are available for browsing at magart.rochester.edu/PRT1642.
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